EXTERNAL EMAIL

Group ID: 422

Consent name: Fulton Hogan - Roydon Quarry

Consent number: CRC192408, CRC192409, CRC192410, CRC192411, CRC192412, CRC192413, CRC192414, RC185627

Name: Tharangi Goonatillake

Care of: Samadhi Buddhist Vihara

Contact by email: No

Is a trade competitor: No

Directly affected: Yes

Consent support/hearing details

- CRC192408: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192409: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192410: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192411: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192412: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192413: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192414: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- RC185627: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
**Reasons comment:**
It’s a vast damage to the environment inclusive all living beings. First why do you want to have this type of activity in a residential area? Secondly this would harm most of the natural resources inclusive the most required resource, air makes us be on this earth. As we do meditating in this temple that might affect our meditation activities moreover on our health.

**Consent comment:**
To change your decision to have a quarry here